Remote work is here to stay…

…presenting big challenges for legacy management

Traditional vs. Modern Management:
Which Helps You Build a Future Ready Workforce?

More security risks
- 95% of breaches originate at endpoints

More productivity
- 76% of employees want the tools to do their best work

Why? Because PC management hasn’t evolved fast enough for today’s distributed workforce

How modern management compares to traditional solutions

Modern deployment
- 80% lower onboarding and provisioning costs
- 100% policy management in the cloud

Deployment
- 34% using traditional methods
- 76% using modern tools
- 25-30% reduction in average time to deploy

Modern security
- 2/3 of companies plan to be working from home multiple days a week by the end of 2021
- 76% of companies want the tools to manage endpoints

Modern management
- 80% of companies using modern management tools
- 25-30% reduction in average time to deploy

Boost efficiency and drive down TCO

- 700+% reduction in maintenance costs
- 300% reduction in help desk costs
- 700+ reduction in support costs

Make the move to modern management